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Why MY CITY’S STILL BREATHING?
What does it mean for a city to breathe?

Those of us who live in cities know that the concrete and glass of our urban sur-
roundings add up to more than the sum of their parts.  Our cities have moods, 
humours, opinions, personalities. They suffer from illnesses, they  burst forth in 
jubilation, they move from ennui to optimism with the changing of the weather. 
Our cities are alive, and therefore, it is no wonder they are breathing.

We chose the lyrics of The Weakerthan’s  Left and Leaving , written by John K. 
Samson, as the title of this symposium because it is our belief that it is the art of 
a city that makes it breathe. The title reflects the precarious situation we are in 
as city dwellers:  the use of the word “still” implies the breathing continues, but 
is not guaranteed forever. It is both a declaration of pride in our city, and ac-
knowledgement of the threat we face if we devalue our arts and artists. Without 
that constant breath of art and creativity, a city would be still; never growing, 
never progressing, never bringing in ideas and sending out discoveries.  As a 
life-long Winnipeg artist, John K. Samson is especially in-tune with the delicate 
breath of a city like Winnipeg. It goes in and out, like clockwork. Perhaps we 
even take it for granted. But to neglect our artists and our artwork is to risk the 
cessation of the breathing of our cities, and ultimately the richness of life held 
therein.

Left and Leaving by John K. Samson

My city's still breathing (but barely it's true) through buildings gone missing like 
teeth. The sidewalks are watching me think about you, all sparkled with broken 
glass. I'm back with scars to show. Back with the streets I know. They never take 
me anywhere but here. Those stains in the carpet, this drink in my hand, these 
strangers whose faces I know. We meet here for our dress-rehearsal to say " I 
wanted it this way" and wait for the year to drown. Spring forward, fall back 
down. I'm trying not to wonder where you are. All this time lingers, undefined. 
Someone choose who's left and who's leaving. Memory will rust and erode into 
lists of all that you gave me: some matches, a blanket, this pain in my chest, the 
best parts of Lonely, duct-tape and soldered wires, new words for old desires, 
and every birthday card I threw away. I wait in 4/4 time. Count yellow highway 
lines that you're relying on to lead you home
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My City’s Still Breathing,  a symposium exploring the 
arts, artists and the city, will gather international 
experts to deliberate and debate the current and future 
relationships of art and design to city-making, taking 
into concern issues of the environment and sustain-
ability. The documentation of this symposium will be 
published as a Cultural Capitals legacy document – an 
important contribution to urban development in Can-
ada.

Art and the City
More and more, city planners and officials are tak-
ing notice of the symbiotic relationship between the 
arts and the cities in which we live. Whether the city 
shapes the artist, or the artist shapes the city var-
ies from place to place and individual to individual. 
Growing urban concerns including sustainability, 
gentrification, aging infrastructures and more, all af-
fect the accessibility and proliferation of artwork, not 
to mention tone and content. Likewise, the quality of 
life and population of a city is directly affected by the 
cultural vibrancy a city offers. My City’s Still Breathing 
will bring together artists, policy-makers and some of 
the most influential people who write and talk about 
these subjects to discuss artwork happening all over 
the world, and the future of the relationship of art to 
city-making.

ARTS FOR ALL
The mission of Winnipeg Cultural Capital of Canada 
2010 is to ensure that all people have access to the arts, 
are able to participate in the arts, and value and are 
enriched by the arts. In other words: ARTS FOR ALL. 
This symposium will give Winnipegger’s affordable 
access to some of the world’s foremost experts on this 
subject. It will also benefit the citizens of Winnipeg at 
large by bringing ideas and ultimately art to the city in 
the future.

MY 
CITY’S 
STILL 
BREATHING 

A Winnipeg Arts Council Public Art Project
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THE 
PROGRAM 

Panels
Arranged by topic, presenting a range of ideas, perspectives 
and concepts, each panel will feature speakers representing 
a cross-pollination in terms of artistic discipline, expertise 
and region. Topics includes:

Cultural Cities – examining the qualities of a city that make it a cultural hub, and ways to quantify 
cultural assets.  
Moderator: Patricia Bovey (Winnipeg), 
Speakers: Alan Freeman (London, UK),  Mark J. Stern (Philadelphia), Will Straw (Montreal)

City as Generator – exploring the inspirational and critical aspects of a city and how this marks an 
artistic practice.
Moderator: Herb Enns (Winnipeg)
Speakers: Immony Men and Maegan Broadhurst (Montreal), Sharon B. Moore (Toronto), Katherena 
Vermette (Winnipeg).
 
Performing the City – investigating the city as a backdrop for theatre, dance and music, connecting 
audiences with an active urban space.
Moderator: Brent Lott (Winnipeg)
Speakers: Christine Fellows and Philippe Mailhot (Winnipeg), Debbie Patterson (Winnipeg),  Jim Lasko 
(Chicago)

Uncovering the City – interrogating what lies beneath the city, looking underground at contested
spaces and territories, revealing buried histories that offer new perspectives on the potential future.
Moderator: Joanne Bristol (Winnipeg)
Speakers: Robert Houle (Toronto), Tricia Logan (Winnipeg), Carolyn Gray (Winnipeg)

City WithART – highlighting artistic programs that work to bridge art with communities, spurring 
on social change.
Moderator: Leah Decter (Winnipeg)
Speakers: Tricia Wasney (Winnipeg), Dyan Marie (Toronto), Gus Rogerson (New York)

Lasting Impressions: Ephemeral Art in the City – featuring experiential, time-based engagements 
with the city, through the concept of “social sculpture.”
Moderator: Milena Placentile (Winnipeg)
Speakers: Cheryl L’Hirondelle (Vancouver), Lize Mogel (New York), Graham van Wyk (London, UK)
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City Dep(ART)ment - addressing the myriad ways a city’s administration can engage with cultural or-
ganizations and and creative individuals.
Moderator: Heather Cram (Winnipeg)
Speakers:Jody Baltessen and Paula Kelly (Winnipeg), Barbara Koenen (Chicago), Matthew Lennon 
(Houston)

Art in Discounted Spaces - addressing the physical and psychical reasons why places become, seek to be, 
or are dismissed as “discounted” and the opportunities this gives to art.
Moderator: hannah_g (Winnipeg)
Speakers: Michael Neelak Van Rooy (Winnipeg), Lee Rodney (Windsor), Nils Norman (London, UK)

Skywalks and Suburbia - examining the way city skywalks and suburbs effect the city core by closing off 
spaces and draining the street-level pedestrian experience.
Speakers: Jon Paul Fiorentino (Montreal) , Janine Marshessault (Toronto) , Donald Clinton (New York)

Special Programming
Random Acts of Dance with Winnipeg’s Contemporary Dancers
City Stories with the Winnipeg Tarot Company
Dance Performance, Transient Exposition by Natasha Torres-Garner
Plug In ICA Conference Reception
Guided Tours of Art City with Cam Forbes
Speed Bump – A Slow-City and Slow-Life Workshop with Dominique Rey
GINGERS’ WALK of the Exchange District - Featuring Graham Ashmore and Tricia Cooper
Highlights of Winnipeg’s Modernist Architecture Bus Tour with Serena Kaeshavjee
Screening of rap video Live from 95 and Documentary Life from 95 with assessment by Jim Agapito 
and Ervin Chartrand
Exit Through the Gift Shop A Banksy Film

For full presenter bios and talk descriptions, please visit www.artsforall.ca or consult the symposium 
program.
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Keynotes
Several extraordinary experts in their fields have been confirmed to give keynote lectures.

John Waters*, Baltimore, Maryland
Thursday, November 4 @ 7pm
Legendary filmmaker and author John Waters is a life-long Baltimorean, and all of his mov-
ies are set in that city. His work has been greatly influenced by his city and in turn the city 
he lives in has been influenced by his work. Waters is a prime example of the symbiotic and 
essential relationship between culture and city-living.

Jon Hawkes, Melbourne, Australia
Thursday, November 4 @ 1pm
Author of the groundbreaking The Fourth Pillar of Sustainability: culture’s essential role in 
public planning, and one of Australia’s leading commentators on cultural policy.

Simon Evans, Sheffield, England
Thursday, November 4 @ 3:15pm
Director and founder of Creative Clusters Ltd., an organization dedicated to helping people 
engage in the development of the creative economy to showcase their work, learn from each 
other, identify and articulate policy issues and connect to development resources.

Mark Kingwell, Toronto, Ontario
Friday, November 5 @ 8:30am
Professor of Philosophy at the University of Toronto and a contributing editor of Harper’s 
Magazine. He is the author of fifteen books of political, cultural and aesthetic theory, includ-
ing the national bestseller Concrete Reveries (2008).

Larry Beasley, Vancouver, British Columba
Saturday, November 6 @ 8:30am
One of the world’s top urban planners. He helped establish the City of Vancouver as one 
of the most liveable cities in the world. Over the past 28 years of civic service, Beasley has 
served as the city’s senior community planner and as director of the Vancouver Legacies 
Program.

Eric Fischl, New York, NY
Sunday, November 7 @ 10:00 am
Eric Fischl is an internationally acclaimed American painter and sculptor. His artwork is 
represented in many distinguished museums throughout the world and has been featured in 
over one thousand publications. His extraordinary achievements throughout his career have 
made him of one of the most influential figurative painters of the late 20th and early 21st 
centuries.

*Unfortunately, John Waters is not available for interviews
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DAY 1 - THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 2010
    LOCATION: Winnipeg Art Gallery

1:00 pm    Keynote Lecture: Jon Hawkes, Making Sense Together
2:45 pm    COFFEE BREAK Featuring Random Acts of Dance
3:15 pm     Keynote Lecture: Simon Evans
6:00 pm    Doors Open at The Garrick Centre, 330 Garry Street
7:00 pm    Public Address: John Waters
           Special Guest: John K. Samson

DAY 2 - FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 2010
    LOCATION: FORT GARRY HOTEL

8:30 am    Keynote Lecture: Mark Kingwell
     Introductory Remarks: Catherine Hunter, Making Art in Winnipeg

         Moderator: Lancelot Coar
11:00 am    Session: Cultural Cities
12:00 - 2:30 pm     LUNCH featuring City Stories with the Winnipeg Tarot Company
12:45–1:15pm Dance Performance, Transient Exposition - by Natasha Torres-Garner
1:30 pm    Session: City WithART
1:30 pm    Session: City as Generator
2:00–3:30pm     Guided Tours of Art City with Cam Forbes
3:00–5:00pm    Speed Bump – A Slow-City and Slow-Life Workshop with Dominique Rey
3:30 pm     Session: City Dep(ART)ment
3:30 PM    Session: Art in Discounted Spaces
7:00 pm    PLUG IN ICA GRAND OPENING Hosted by Anthony Kiendl

SCHEDULE
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DAY 3    SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 2010
    LOCATION: FORT GARRY HOTEL

8:30 am    Keynote Lecture: Larry Beasley
        Moderator: Dr. Jino Distasio
10:30 am    Session: Skywalks and Suburbia
10:30 am   Ginger’s Walk
12:00 - 2:30 pm     LUNCH featuring City Stories with the Winnipeg Tarot Company
12:30 pm - 3:30 pm - Modernist Architecture Bus Tour led by Serena Keshajvee
12:45–1:15pm Dance Performance, Transient Exposition - by Natasha Torres-Garner
1:00 pm     Session: Uncovering the City
1:00 pm     Session: Performing the City
3:00 pm    Session: Lasting Impressions: Ephemeral Artworks in the City
3:00–4:00 pm     Screening of rap video Live from 95 and Documentary Life from 95 with introduction 
by Jim Agapito and Ervin Chartrand
5:00 pm    Screening of Banksy Film: Exit through the Gift Shop
        Introduction by: Cyrus Smith

DAY 4    SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2010
       LOCATION: WINNIPEG ART GALLERY

10:00 am    Keynote Lecture: Eric Fischl in conversation with Robert Enright
12:00 pm    Brunch / Roundtable Wrap-Up
 
For more information, please visit www.artsforall.ca, or call Alix Sobler at (204) 918-0164


